
A Rose… by any other name, would smell as sweet.

What’s in a Name… ?

“po-ta-to” … “”pa-tah-to”

“So  What”

JESUS ………YAHSHUA 

He knows who I am talking about.

Y’SHUA        YAHUSHA        YAHUSHUA 

Contention,  Phonetics,   Nit-picking,  Ideological Distinction 

… who knows… who cares…

“whatever you ask in “My Name” will be done for you”…

“He has been given a Name above any name…”

“…thou shalt call His Name  “____?____”  for He shall save His people from their sins…”

The Name is the Icon of the philosophical construct it represents.

When you see a Logo of a Corporation, you know immediately what product line it represents 
without any more words being said.  There is great effort put to artistically incorporate the “taste” 
of a notion by the image presented to the public without explanation.  Huge budgets are 
appropriated for the perfect archetype to be developed.  Success is measured not just by  
recognition of the symbol, but by the standard of the Logo appropriately projecting the “flavor” 
intended.

If one compared the Catholic Crucifix to the Protestant Cross, the distinction is obvious, but the 
religious significance would have to be discussed.  Comparing them to the Celtic Cross dating 
before the influence of Christianity would take some insight of History.
However, noting that the cross-image is related to the Sun God idea makes obvious sense 
when one considers that the four rays represent the shortest and longest days of Solstice and 
the two equal days of Equinox in the annual cycle, the shortest day being in December, the 
Twelfth month, straight up as on the face of a clock.   That is self explanatory… once you see it.

Jesus is the Figurehead of the Christian Religion in all it’s permutations.
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Jewish roots, Apostolic foundation, Orthodox heart, Catholic universalism, Protestant 
entrepreneurial spirit, Holy Spirit enlightenment, Devine mission… all are expressions of sincere 
and devout intention by the adherents of each.

This is not about mockery or degradation.  This is not about disparagement in any form.

As any Believer or Follower or Wayfarer of any of the above classifications of true-hearted 
seekers is likewise concerned…

this is only about Truth.

Facts build the case.

The Historical Person at topic really existed.   (there is a book written by Bret Ehrman titled “Did 
Jesus really Exist”  which discusses the issue thoroughly) 

-He is quoted as distinguishing His views from the contemporary Jewish Pharisaical system in 
the Gospel accounts.
-There was a doctrinal schism between His followers recorded in the Book of Acts.
-Various groups referred to themselves by the notation of which Teacher they adhered to.
-Orthodox claim to be of direct lineage to the Apostals with authority.
-According to the Orthodox, the Catholic movement went “rogue”.
-Roman Emperor Constantine had his way with the foundational precepts of “Roman 
Catholicism”…  the Council of Nicea is historical record and documentation.
-According to the Catholic, Protestants are idiots, without direction or ability to detect error.
-More than 40,000 different Protestant classifications.
-As a so-called “Christian country”, the USA is on record at the UN as being registered “Pagan”.
-Pagan is an actual Religion, as opposed to “heathen”… the term “New Age” is less structured 
from the top, more like “grass roots” but is very interwoven into modern “christianity” without 
distinction as being foreign.  Considering the present doctrines tolerated and promoted by 
various churches,  it would be impossible to separate these facets apart.  Some term “Christian” 
as a blend of Pagan, Heathen, and New Age.   
-Western Greco-Roman culture is considered “christian”
-Eastern Oriental practices of meditation, prayer, exercise, philosophy have become mixed with 
the heart of “christianity”…  “heart” meaning good intention and feeling and care for the planet.
-SDA, JW, Mormon, Bahai, Church of God, Scientology… the list of variants is huge, each 
labeling the other as  ”cult”  or  “extremist” … but certainly  “wrong”.

“Jesus”  is the one referenced by any and all of these factions.

  They can argue or fight it out between themselves as to whether or not the Name is 
appropriate or suitable to be affixed to any of them, or whether or not they would prefer to even 
be discussed together in the same breath.

Countless wars, billions of people tortured, robbed, and killed… fortunes of finances have been 
expended attempting to prove which ideology is most accurate.
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YOD-HEI-UAW-SHIN-AYIN

“Yih” —“H” —“W” — “Sh” — “Ah” 

“Yah- HuW- ShAh” 
  
English letter equivalent would be spelled  “YHUShO”.

The letter AYIN is the English equivalent of the letter “O”… sometimes pronounced as an A, E, 
U, O, or the Gh guttural slight rasp phonetic.

In Greek, it would be the  “Omicron”,  not the  “Omega”.

According to the dictionary, the word sounded  “ShU-Ah” is a  “Cry for Help!”

“Yah- Shua” would be asking “Yah” for help. 

YAH is the poetic short form of the word YAHUAH as given for us to remember in Exodus 3.

ShIN-AYIN is a verb: to save, help, redeem, deliver.   The Hebrew Language.

Ancient Hebrew was written in numerous forms by many different cultures of people.
Paleo means ancient, original, wonderful, hidden.
The Greeks applied the word “Phoenician” to the group which had been called YSRAL.
The Greek Language developed out if the Phoenician… the “Alpha- Beta” being written in 
reverse of the”ALEF-BEIT”. 

Greek became Latin which became English and all the other modern Semitic Languages that 
we are familiar with.  

Jesus never spoke English.

English did not exist as a language until after the times of the “Engles” as in “Anglo” as in 
“Saxon” .  They migrated to a place which became known as “Eng” - Land.

They used no Letter- “Jay” until the 1600’s , after changing the Letter “I” into a similar double 
version.   
The words which sound like   “Jesus”,   “Jehovah”, and   “Jew” never were uttered.

… How then could any of them be “Sacred” ?
   
None of these words are “Holy”.  
None of them were commanded by the Angel to anoint the Messiah with.
The boy’s mother never had these words cross her lips when calling out His name.

The men assigned to the Nicean Council of 325 CE apparently concocted the name “Jesus” 
from a Druid Deity named “Hesus”.  
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The word “Christ” apparently came from the word for “Krishna” from India.  In Greek the parallel  
word was “Kyrios”  and similarly, “Messias”.   

Historical record shows “Jesus Christ” to be a phonetic sound of Human Invention, an “Artifice” 
concocted by taking what would be termed “Pagan Deity Figures”  fabled to be  “half- Human”, 
and blending their stories all together.   Thank you Mister Constantine.

To regard the “Sacred Name”,  some folks have deemed to be worthy of insult and shame.
Those who seek the Truth of this matter are labeled  “Cult”. 
By definition, “Cult” and  “Heresy”  constitute any doctrine varying from the Ecclesiastical 
Authority.   Any notion which goes askew from the “Orthodoxy” of True and Accurate instruction 
could indeed be regarded as such.   
Unfortunately for the “Church” at large…  the Name “Jesus Christ” is heresy compared to 
Scripture. 
…If only we could ask the Arch-Angel  “Gabriel” what Name he was instructed to tell  “Mary and 
Joseph”  to give Him,   because the very Name was to be of such significance… 

As for the “character” of the person of topic…

If that man either himself broke the Torah Instructions, or instructed his followers to break them,  
he would automatically disqualify himself from the job description of  “Messiah”. 
He also could not  “add to, nor take away from, or diminish”  any Torah Instruction.

 ***  If…  “Jesus Christ”  represents a religious order, or a teaching, or an understanding which 
diminishes or changes either the:
 
    Identity of the  “Deity of the One who made Covenant with YSRAL”   or the…
    “Instructions of the Covenant itself”  as it was intended…
 
… He Himself is disqualified from being regarded as the Hebrew MASHIACx.

…in which case, no person searching the Scripture for Truth had better acknowledge Him.

Five Matters were given by YOD-HEI-UAW-HEI  ( YHUH )  

Five “concepts” to regard which identify Him, YHUH as Creator and Master of the Universe.
  
MASHIACx  is His appointed emissary, sent from “Heaven”  to  “Earth” for the sake of  
communication.  He must accurately be validated as authentic by these same five measures. or 
else We have the mandate and duty to reject Him as per Deuteronomy chapter 13.

As a matter of ‘fact’, the Chapters 6 through 14 of Deuteronomy are the clearest test of Doctrine 
by which any would-be contender for the Title of MASHIACx would be evaluated.

Simple…  Whoever teaches counter to any of this business…  “Disqualified”.  Period. 

1.  The Sacred Name  “SHEM  QADOSH”  YAHUAH… YHUH.   He alone is ALHIM  “Elohim”.
2.  The Seventh Day   “Shabbat”… Sign and Seal of the Creator as determined by Himself.
3.  Seven Appointed  “MOEDI”… Festivals, Witnesses of Identity by which He is adorned.
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4.   The very particular people group labeled YSRAL, consisting of Twelve Tribes, keep Torah.
5.   Covenant between YHUH and YSRAL which endures forever, throughout every generation, 

consisting of both Blessing and Cursing, never to be revoked, but which YSRAL betrayed… 
Every aspect of relationship between the two parties is to be specifically in consideration of 
these stipulations and terms of agreement. 

There we have it.  The five measures of Identity.
Name, Day, Festivals, People, Covenant.

“Jesus Christ”   by definition represents:

1.  Jesus Christ is God
2.  Sunday is His sacred day because He rose from the dead that day, observed at sunrise.
3.  Christmas, Easter, Halloween, and Sunday replace the festivals listed in Leviticus 23.
4.  Christians and Gentiles are “Spiritual Israel” if they believe… and must not obey the Torah.
5.  New Covenant believers have a better and different set of terms and conditions by which to 

measure or determine their relationship with Jesus who is the Father… “the Old Covenant” 
having been obliterated, done away with, fulfilled, is no more, is impossible to keep, is not so 
good anyway,  is useless, is immaterial, is a curse.

There you have it.  Five Conditions which YHUH gave us to Identify Himself by…
Five conditions of Official doctrine by which the Church of Jesus Christ Identifies itself as being 
“Adversary” to the original Five Matters.

The word for “Adversary” in Hebrew is SAMEK-TET-NOON… “SATAN”.  
It also means to be hostile and accuse.

Question…

Is there any Hostility or Adversarity to any of the five Matters being even discussed in the 
Christian Church?   Will any of “them’” even so much as tolerate a conversation in the attempt to 
investigate Truth, with the real objective of then volitionally discarding False Doctrine as rubbish 
upon the realization that it is so ??? 

A false Fiction of both Name and Character is a lie.  Doesn’t exist.  Never did.  Hoax. 

TESHUVA.   Repent… Return  YSRAL  to the Covenant with YHUH.   Truth.   Blessing.   Favor.

Scriptures address over and over that such conditions would come to be.  Lies and being 
dominated by our enemies because we forsook the words of the Covenant and blended them 
with the ways of the neighboring cultures and religions…   Christianity is that Mix.

Slam-Dunk

This is not about “happy-dappy”
This is not about “ Give me that old-time religion its good enough for me…”
This is not about Jesus.
“There’s just something about that Name…”   Yeah.  Its a lie.  
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YAHUSHA says  “ …anyone making and perpetuating Falsehood has no part in My Kingdom”.

What part of that do we not understand ?

Oh you Pastors and Teachers…
did they not teach you this in Seminary or Bible College ?

That”s right… this fulfills the prophecy that it would be the case for us whose forefathers 
rejected the Torah Instructions.   Words and their meanings have been kept by the Inquisitors.

   “We have inherited false things in which is no merit, no benefit, no profitability.”

Leviticus 26, Deuteronomy 28 and on, and on. 

Anyone who wishes to continue in ignorance and obscurity has that option without my 
condemnation.  

This is about enlightenment.
This is about Deuteronomy 30.
This is about ZaKaRYaH 13: 9.
TzePhaNYaH  3; 9 and12    and 16 through 20.
This is about  Ezekiel 20.

Truth.

EMET   CxESED   MIShFAT   TzADIQAH
Anyone want Victory, Deliverance, Salvation, Justice ?  it is the word TzADIQ. 
aka Righteousness.
also, Correctness.
… to be acquitted and declared innocent.
YHUH TzeDQEINU.   YAHUAH is our Righteousness.  YHUH is our Savior and Deliverer.

YESHA-YAHU  ( Isaiah ) Chapter 66,  44: 6,    45: 18-25
45: 11…  the whole story is about YHUH and YSRAL.   
“Hosea” 13: 4  HEI-UAW-ShIN-AYIN… 
I am YHUH your ALHIM since the land of Egypt, and you should not have known any god 
besides Me, for their is no Savior but Me.
12: 6…
YHUH is  ALHI  Ha TzEVUT.   YHUH is His Remembrance.  His  “ZAKAR” 
Chapters 13 and 14 of Hosea.

Who is wise and will understand these things, who is understanding and will know them ?  For 
the ways of YHUH are straight, the righteous will walk in them and sinners will stumble in them.

From the clutches of the grave I would have ransomed them, I would have redeemed them from 
death…  I will be your words of Death.  I will be the one who decrees the grave upon you, 
remorse will be hidden from my eyes.  Hosea 13: 14.

There is time and there is promise for us to return to the Words of YHUH and  be His people.
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